TERMS OF WEBSITE USE

In these Terms of Website Use (“Terms”), “we” “us” and “our” refers to Legal Enterprises Pty Ltd (ACN 604 942 350) trading as “Greg Carter, Barrister & Solicitor”. You agree that your use of www.gregcarter.com.au (“the website”) is subject to the following Terms.

We reserve the right to amend these Terms at any time and your use of the website following any amendments will represent your agreement to be bound by these Terms as amended. We therefore recommend that each time you access the website you read these Terms.

Site Access

1. When you visit the website, we give you a limited licence to access and use its content for personal or non-commercial use.
2. You are permitted to download a copy of the information on the website to your computer for your personal or non-commercial use only provided that you do not delete or change any copyright symbol, trade mark or other proprietary notice. Your use of our content in any other way infringes our intellectual property rights.
3. Except as permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), you are not permitted to copy, reproduce, republish, distribute or display any of the information on the website without our prior written permission.
4. The licence to access and use the information on the website does not include the right to use any data mining robots or other extraction tools. The licence also does not permit you to metatag or mirror the website without our prior written permission. We reserve the right to serve you with notice if we become aware of your metatag or mirroring of the website.

Hyperlinks

5. The website may from time to time contain hyperlinks to other websites. Such links are provided for convenience only and we take no responsibility for the content and maintenance of or privacy compliance by any linked website. Any hyperlink on the website to another website does not imply our endorsement, support, or sponsorship of the operator of that website nor of the information and/or products which they provide.
6. Linking the website is not permitted. We reserve the right to serve you with notice if we become aware of such linking.
Intellectual Property Rights

7. The copyright to all content on the website including blog articles, copy, text, applets, graphics, images and layouts belongs to us or we have a licence to use those materials.

8. All trade marks, brands and logos whether or not identified with the symbols TM or ® which are used on the website are either owned by us or we have a licence to use them. Your access to the website does not license you to use those marks in any commercial way without our prior written permission.

9. Any comment, feedback, idea or suggestion (called “Comments”) which you provide to us through the website becomes our property. If in future we use your Comments in promoting the website or in any other way, we will not be liable for any similarities which may appear from such use. You agree that we are entitled to use your Comments for any commercial or non-commercial purpose without compensation to you or to any other person who has transmitted your Comments.

10. If you provide us with Comments, you acknowledge that you are responsible for the content of such material including its legality, originality and copyright.

No Legal Advice

11. The content of the website (including blog articles) is intended only to provide a summary and general overview on matters of interest. *It is not intended to be comprehensive nor does it constitute legal advice, and it must not be relied upon as legal advice. You should seek legal or other professional advice tailored to your circumstances before acting or relying on any of the content.*

No Solicitor/ Client relationship

12. Your use of the website including its content or the receipt of any information from us or the website is not intended to create nor does it create a solicitor-client relationship between you and us.

Limitation of Liability

13. We make no warranty or representation about the website or any of its content. We exclude, to the maximum extent permitted by law, any liability which may arise as a result of the use of this website including its content.

14. Where liability cannot be excluded, any liability incurred by us in relation to the use of this website including its content is limited to the extent provided for by the Australian Consumer Law (Schedule 2 of the *Competition and Consumer Act 2010*).
15. To the extent permitted by law, we accept no liability for any loss whatsoever including indirect, incidental, special or consequential loss suffered by you arising from or in connection with your use of the website including its content and the transmission of any computer virus.

16. Further, any liability is limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

**Indemnity**

17. By accessing the website, you agree to indemnify and hold us harmless from all claims, actions, damages, costs and expenses including legal fees arising from or in connection with your use of the website including its content.

**Entire Agreement**

18. By accessing the website, you agree that these Terms constitute the entire agreement between us and all implied terms are excluded.

**Jurisdiction**

19. These Terms are to be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Western Australia and any claim made by either party against the other which in any way arises out of these Terms will be heard in Western Australia and you agree to submit to the jurisdiction of those Courts.

20. If any provision in these Terms is invalid under any law the provision will be limited, narrowed, construed or altered as necessary to render it valid but only to the extent necessary to achieve such validity. If necessary the invalid provision will be deleted from these Terms and the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect.

**Privacy**

21. We undertake to take all due care with any information which you may provide to us when accessing the website. However we do not warrant and cannot ensure the security of any information which you may provide to us. Information you transmit to us is entirely at your own risk although we undertake to take reasonable steps to preserve such information in a secure manner.